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Simple and Cost Effective Handheld Ordering

Optimise your staff with MOVE
point of sale

Overview:

Transform your existing Windows tablet and your
staff can take their till with them, wherever they go.
All you need is a Windows platform tablet with a
Wi-fi connection, giving you access to all the same
functionality, streamlining your customers ordering
process and increasing efficiencies.
We can supply your hand-held tablets, or if you
are using Windows based tablets already - it can
integrate seamlessly

Key Features:
• Faster table service and better
customer service
• Generates more spend per head
• Eliminate double entry, hand
writing dockets and re-entering
into the EPOS Terminals
• Prompt staff to ask the right
questions, upselling opportunities
• Send customised messages
to the bar and kitchen
• Reduce staffing levels
• Full table management
• Amend or correct orders
on the move
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to increase productivity by up to 15%,
reducing cost and improving profit.
MOVE delivers a slick user experience for staff so
they can take orders, process payments and provide
better service to customers anywhere in the venue.
By reducing the time it takes to place an order and
cutting down on excessive waiting for customers,
MOVE not only delivers business efficiencies, it also
significantly increases revenue.

Integrated with the EPOS System in real time,
MOVE gives users access to live stock, pricing and
promotional data just like any other till, as well as
prompting staff to ask those all important questions
which not only makes for a smoother running kitchen,
but creates additional upselling opportunities.
In most cases average spend is also increased
leading to higher turnover, without the need for
additional staff.
The MOVE hand-held terminal can also be used as
a standalone till and are therefore ideal for mobile
vendors. MOVE is already widely used in food vans
and pop up bars at music festivals, within conference
venues for industry trade shows, and Jiffy Trucks
which serve the mobile catering market.
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